
RWCLL Umpire Strike Zone Tips

The following is a set of tips and screenshots from a good YouTube video to help you when
calling balls and strikes.

In general, a larger strike zone encourages the batters to swing at more pitches which creates
more contact and more action, and the game moves quickly. A smaller strike zone will lead to
batters reluctant to swing leading to more walks, less action and the game can move slower.
Umpires are trained to call 1.5-2 ball diameters as strikes on the inside and outside of the plate.

The ball is about 3 inches in diameter so up to 6” wide is considered a strike. LL Umpires are
also trained to stay away from calling low strikes at or below the knees or high strikes above the
armpits. If you call low strikes, everyone but the pitchers will be upset.

From the Little League Rule Book, Rule 2.00 Definitions: “The STRIKE ZONE is that space over
home plate which is between the batter’s armpits and the top of the knees when the batter
assumes a natural stance. The umpire shall determine the strike zone according to the batter’s
usual stance when that batter swings at a pitch.”

The screenshots that follow are from Chris Lundwall, YouTube: ‘Baseball Strike Zone and Game
Management Umpire Training 2021’. This video focuses on the MLB, College and High School
strike zones, but the diagrams and commentary are great, although very long. The main thing I
learned is that MLB umpires call strikes 5” on either side of the plate without it hurting their
grade! Since the little league batters’ box is only 4 inches from the plate where MLB is 6”,
touching the batter’s box line is called a strike.

Some things I have learned from experienced umpires is the strike zone for the Minors
(AAA) division should be slightly larger than the Majors. The pitching gets better so we are
looking to find strikes less often in Majors. Also, we should give less to the pitcher on the
batter’s inside, especially if the batter is crowding the plate and the pitch is completely in the
batter’s box. This helps to protect the batter, but if the batter is far from the plate it should be
called a strike. Wherever your zone, work to be consistent. Work on tracking the ball all the way
to the glove while keeping your head still. Breathing helps me.

See the pitch. See the pitch. See the pitch. Then call the pitch.

Good Luck!

Steve

PS: Check out the images below for helpful information on calling strikes and balls…






